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1.  Politics and Governance  
2.  Official and Population 

Statistics  
3.  Peacebuilding and 

Violence 
4.  Climate change and 

Resilience 
5.  Data Ethics and Rrights 

Research:  
Advancing Knowledge and Innovation 

 

Training: 
Building Capacities and Connections 

 
Engagement: 

Crafting Ethical Systems and Strategies 
 

What we (aim to) do 



Data-Pop Alliance 



Co-authors & contributors 



Starting Point & Main Questions  

1.  Big Data allows governments and businesses to track the habits and 
movements of individuals, combine and recombine people into 
categories, and analyze and attempt to predict their behavior.  

2.  Individual data is no longer only useful for gaining information about and 
targeting the individual, but also – and perhaps above all – for gaining 
information about and targeting groups.  

3.  The questions raised in this chapter flow naturally from these 
observations: 
1.   Is there such a thing as ‘group privacy’ 
2.  Is ‘group privacy’ a workable concept? 
3.  If so, should it be a legally enforceable right, and how can it be 

protected?  
4.  How about a regulatory approach and broader social requirements?  



Outline 
I.  What is a group?        6 

A.  Traditional notions of groups: self-proclaimed and self-aware  6 
B.  Big Data: new grounds for identifying groups    7 

II.  What is group privacy?       9 
A.  Challenging traditional notions and protections of privacy   10 

 The shifting ontology of privacy       10 
 Data, information, and knowledge       11 
Privacy protection in the age of Big Data      12 

B.  The content and protection of group privacy    13 
 Group privacy is not reducible to individual privacy     13 
 Group privacy as dignity: concepts of self-determination  
 and data sovereignty as applicable to groups     15 

III.  Affirming and protecting group privacy    16 
A.  Through traditional levers of power: developing a legislative  

 and regulatory framework for group privacy    16 
B.  Through a more harmonized international regime 
  for data management by users      18 
C.  By improving data security and accountability for breaches  19 
D.  Through improving awareness and ‘data literacy’    20 



Problem Statement 









Taxonomies of applicationsof Big Data: 
  

1. Descriptive 
2. Predictive: 

 i) forecasting  
 ii) inference 

3. Prescriptive—causal inference 
4. Discursive 







Big Data all but kills anonymity 



Big Data also provides new approaches and grounds upon 
which groups can be identified, formed, monitored and 
targeted 
 
Group privacy isn’t just the sum of individual privacies 
 
 



Lessons & reflections from the Ebola Outbreak 

Privacy as dignity  



Individuals and groups intersect; so do their privacies  



Race Between Technology, Policy & Society 

Technological, Legal and Regulatory options   

Data Control:  
My data, our data 
 
Data Stewardship: 
Burden of responsibility 
is on collector 
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